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t ra n s s i lva n i c a

The murals discovered in the ur
ban patriciate houses of the Principal
ity of transylvania, dating from the 
early decades of the seventeenth cen
tury, reflect, at least in iconography, 
the strong connection of the local elite 
with central and Western European 
late renaissance and Mannerist visual 
art.1 the ensembles preserved in sibiu 
(Hermannstadt, nagyszeben), Braºov 
(Kronstadt, Brassó) and sighiºoara 
(schäßburg, segesvár) come from 
the time of Prince Gabriel Bethlen 
(1613–1629), a period extremely fa
vorable for the arts, when, alongside 
the local talent, painters from outside 
transylvania were invited to work on 
the princely residences, artists such as 
Johann Herlesperger, David Preckhell, 
Johann spillenberger (1624), Mi
chael rubiner (1625), stefan székes
fehérvári (1626), and Johann Medve
czky (1629). this phenomenon con
tinued during the short reign of his 
widow, Katharina von Brandenburg 
(1629–1630), and under his succes
sor, George rákóczi i (1630–1648), 

The allegorical motif of 
“Woman and the Men of 
the Four Elements” painted 
in Sibiu reveals a previously 
unknown aspect of residen-
tial decoration in the early 
decades of seventeenth- 
cen tury Transylvania.
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who ennobled local painters, John Egerházi of Band (Mezøbánd) (1631) and 
stephan csengeri of Baia Mare (Frauenbach, nagybánya) (1632). in the cit
ies, very few painters are mentioned, though Hans Böhm, “a foreigner to the 
place,” painted a landscape on the outer façade of the Bürgertor in 1612,2 one 
Paul of silesia was paid 57 florins for renewing the Bistriþa (Bistriz, Beszterce)  
church tower decoration in 1635, and one John of Braºov is recorded as travel
ling between the princely residences of Oradea (Großwardein, nagyvárad) and 
cetatea de Baltã (Kokelburg, Kükülløvár) in 1629. 

the iconography of transylvanian painting in the first part of the seven teenth 
century includes typical late renaissance themes from classical mythology, the 
Old testament, and ancient and contemporary history, supplemented by new 
topics from the repertoire of international Mannerism, inspired by the life of the 
elite, such as banquets, hunting scenes and moralizing allegories for educating 
the young via exempla contraria, precisely in the manner of the contemporary 
anthologies of engravings,3 conceived on the model of emblem and friendship 
books.4 the figural scenes are generally associated with phytomorphic decora
tions specific to the “transylvanian floral renaissance,” as Jolán Balogh styled it.5 

One of the best known ensembles of premodern mural painting was 
discovered at sibiu, within the old part of a house in Piaþa Micã/small 
square/Kleines ring 22, decorating one of the rooms on the ground 

floor. the paintings are dated 1631 and were uncovered in 1957, being consoli
dated in 1968, but their present state of conservation is precarious. the murals 
comprise figural and decorative panels, separated by floral bands: on the south
ern wall, a judgment scene is painted,6 associated with the episode of Esther and 
ahasuerus from the Old testament,7 followed by a panel with flowers, birds 
and grotesques. On the opposite side, at the intrados of the northern side access, 
which today is walled up, two soldiers—Landsknechte, armed with muskets and 
spears—are represented. above the main register, on the lateral walls, hunting 
scenes are depicted in frieze, while the semicylindrical vault is decorated with 
a wreath in the center, symmetrically framed by bunches of fruits and flowers, 
that in the entrance being later covered by a Baroque stucco heraldic cartouche 
in 1694, when the house was rearranged and enlarged.8

On the northern wall of the room is an image which has undergone consid
erable deterioration, but in the center of which can still be made out a woman 
who stands with one hand on her hip and a handkerchief in the other, dressed 
in sumptuous vestments, framed by four men, two on either side. as i have dis
cussed elsewhere,9 this motif is referred to in the literature as “Woman and the 
Men of the Four Elements,”10 and the men are shown searching for their fortune 
in water (a fisherman with a rod and the inscription: ich such’s i[m] Wasser), in 



Fig. 1. “Woman and the  
Men of the Four Elements,” 
wall painting inside a room  
of the house in Piaþa Micã 22, 
Sibiu, 1631.

Fig. 2. “Woman and the  
Men of the Four Elements,” 
engraving in Pugillus  
facetiarum, Jakob von der 
Heyden, Strasbourg, 1608, 
https://archive.org/details/pu-
gillusfacetiar00heyd/page/n67.

Fig. 3. “Woman and the  
Men of the Four Elements” 
painted in Sibiu and the  
Pugillus facetiarum engraving 
partially overlaid.
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air (a nobleman hawking: ich suchs inn der Lufft), in earth and in fire. the last 
two figures are barely visible, but this portion of the design may be recovered by 
comparison with the graphic model, an engraving attributed to Jakob von der 
Heyden of strasbourg (1608),11 with German and latin verses below, which 
probably accompanied the sibiu representation too, but are now almost invis
ible: O, ihr narren alle vier/wasz ihr sucht das fint ihr hier (Oh you fools, all four, 
/What you seek you’ll find right here), and Aera perlustrant & aquas & viscera 
terrae /Et flammas fatui o coram quam quaeritis adsum (they comb the skies, the 
waters, the flames, the bowels of the earth/Fools, what you seek is here right in 
front of you!). the allegory has, in the background, hills, a lake with a town on 
its far bank, and a cloudy sky.

The original motif is part of the anthology Pugillus facetiarum,12 a print
book published in strasbourg by Jakob von der Heyden (1608), who 
also engraved almost all of the plates with their German and latin cap

tions, the present verses being signed by Angel P[hilips].13 the new edition, 
Speculum Cornelianum (1618), more than doubles the number of sheets and 
comprises, in addition to those from the first edition, plates from crispijn de 
Passe’s Academia sive Specvlvm vitae scholasticae (1612), and a number of blank 
pages at the end of the book, showing that the anthology was conceived on the 
model of the alba amicorum or friendship books.14 the moralizing verse captions 
at times contrast with the erotic suggestiveness of the images themselves. 

The Pugillus facetiarum has its origins in the comedy Studentes, written 
in latin by christoph stymmel of Frankfurt (1549), and republished 
by albert Wichgreve in rostock, under the title Cornelius Relegatus 

(1600).15 this satire of student life, extremely popular—for moral and educa
tional reasons, allegedly—was translated into German by the pastor Johannes 
sommer in 1605. the main character is an “antihero,” the archetype of the 
Bummelstudent, wellknown in the university culture of the premodern age, for, 
as he puts it himself, Cornelius bin ich genant, allen Studenten wolbekant.16 

the theme is based on the Biblical motif of the Prodigal son,17 the most 
powerful rites of passage metaphor for youths in the seventeenth century,18 com
bined with elements of student life. Cornelius is sent by his parents to university, 
where instead of learning he falls prey to all vices and fails miserably. Because 
of his excesses, he is suspended, arrested and disinherited, his parents die, and 
he is presented with an illegitimate child. He tries to kill himself, but the rope 
breaks and a bag of money, hidden in the ceiling, falls on his head, whereupon 
he decides to change and live a new life, a course of reformation which leads to 
a happy ending. 
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the name Cornelius derives from the depositio cornuum, an academic initiation 
ritual that was common in German universities, this fictional pseudostudiosorum 
character appearing even on prize medals, such as those of the altdorf academy 
from 1615 (nuremberg, gnm).19 in the student slang of the sixteentheighteenth 
centuries, cornelius was also used as a common noun which, like its derivatives 
cornelizatio and cornelizantem, denoted a negative mental and physical state, as 
well as the hangover caused by excessive consumption of alcohol.20 the term 
cornelisatio also appears in the Siebenbürgische Chronik written by Georg Kraus 
(1607–1679), a scholar from sibiu who is known to have studied at strasbourg 
(1626), the city in which the Pugillus facietarum was printed the previous de
cades.21 

Jakob von der Heyden’s print representing “Woman and the Men of the 
Four Elements” was also copied (in reverse) into the Dutch anthology 
Jeucht Spieghel (arnhem, 1610, attributed to Zacharias Heyns) and in its 

developed form, Nieuwen Ieucht Spieghel (arnhem, 1617, attributed to Jan Jan
sz),22 which includes the majority of the engravings from the first edition of the 
Pugillus. the title of the accompanying poem, printed on the opposite verso of 
the Dutch publications, des werelts lust//de meest onrust (the world’s lust// 
gives most unrest),23 recalls the definition of Cornelius as it appears in the collec
tion of humorous texts entitled Facetiae facetiarum (amsterdam, 1645), which 
states that “cornelium esse spiritum corporeum . . . qui certis exacerbatum cau
sis hominem inquietam” (cornelius is the spirit of the body . . . which certainly 
exacerbates the causes of men’s unrest).24

in England, the reinterpreted motif, etched by Frederick van Hulsen, was 
“sould by Hugh Perry” (c. 1628), and later, by Peter stent, appearing in his 
advertisement of 1654 as part of the set of engravings, there entitled “12 Em
blems.”25

This allegory that satirizes the battle between the sexes has its own his
tory, appearing individually, in engravings, alba amicorum, on medals 
and Humpen. Malcolm Jones, who gave the title to the motif,26 mentions 

antecedent examples from the sixteenth century: an engraving of Hans Weiditz 
(c. 1521) in the Kupferstichkabinett der Museen der stadt Gotha, and a print 
from the collection of Ferdinand columbus (d. 1539), known only from de
scriptions. Balthasar Jenichen’s engraving (c. 1580), which was copied into the 
friendship book of Bernardus Paludanus (the Hague, kb 133 M 63, f. 375r), 
and also painted in enamel on a Bohemian Humpen dated 1584 (Bremen, Fo
cke Museum),27 reproduces the four men symbolizing the air (a falconer), the 
water (a fisherman with a net), the earth (a man digging), and the fire (a man 
at a forge), framing the woman at the center of the composition, who is entirely 
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naked, wearing only jewels around her neck. the inscription on the complicated 
scroll above her head clearly shows that the woman is what the men are looking 
for in the four elements: habt ir kein weibsbilt nie erkennt/das irs svcht in den 4 
element?/solts io gsehn habn an den kindn/drvm svchts alda hie wert irs findn 
(Have you never known a woman/that you seek in the 4 elements?/You’re look
ing all over for it like these children/though it’s here you will find it). 

a different and somewhat more artistic approach to the theme is Johannes 
Wierix’s engraving of 1601, today known as the “allegory of the Elements,”28 or 
the “allegory of lust,”29 because of its inscription.30 the four men are involved 
in the same occupations, but the one symbolizing fire is represented as an alche
mist seated in front of his alembic. 

the friendship book of Hanns ludwig Pfinzing von Henfenfelden from 
nuremberg (1570–1632), with contributions dated between 1580 and 1605, 
includes a painting depicting the same topic in which the nude young female is 
presented not centrally, but laterally, at the end of the row of figures; wearing 
only a mantle on her shoulders, she stands with her feet on an open coffer full 
of coins and jewels (Bamberg, staatsbibliothek, Msc. Hist. 176, f. 77r).31 in this 
image appears for the first time, to my knowledge, the comment later ascribed 
to the woman in the Pugillus facetiarum: Die Juncthfraw—O, ihr Narren alle vier, 
was ihr sucht, das hab ich hier. the following verses are different, however, and 
refer to the search for luck and not for a woman in the four elements: Dieweil 
das Wetter ist so still/mein Glück ich in der Luft such/en will (since the weather is 
so still,/i search for my luck in the air). and further: Erdt—Ich aber such es in der 
Erden/hoff es soll mir zutheilwerden/Feuer—So ichs durchs Feuer nicht bring rauss/So 
richt ich michts auss/Wasser—Ich aber suchs in Wasser grundten/Hoff ich wolls eh(e)
r dann (h)i(e)r finden.32

in Peter rollos’ Philotheca Corneliana (1619),33 the motif is a combination of 
the sixteenthcentury representations and the Pugillus facetiarum type, with the 
woman in the center of the image, clothed but showing her legs, and standing 
on a coffer which is empty—for the treasure is herself. the caption again speci
fies that it is luck that the four men are looking for: Weil das Wetter ist so still/
mein glück ich auch versuchen wil (since the weather is so still,/i search for my 
luck). two further but different lines are added: In fewer, wasser, erdt und luft/ 
Wirdt manches wunder ding gesucht/Seltsame sachen practiciert/Wie man bey dieser 
figure spürt (in fire, water, earth and air/many wonderful things are sought/and 
strange activities practiced/as one may see from this image).

in the Pugillus facetiarum only (1608), the man symbolizing the earth is a 
miner, while the poem attached to the motif in the Dutch Jeucht Spieghel (1610) 
and Nieuwen Ieucht Spieghel (1617) compares the man representing fire to the 
alchemist (De Vierd int blickerich Vyer, on d’Alghemiste tracht), just as Wierix 
had represented him earlier (1601). the scholarly literature shows that during 
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the renaissance, “the lines between metallurgy, mining, and practical alchemy 
are extremely difficult to draw,”34 while the analogy between alchemy and love 
became a recognized metaphor in contemporary English literature.35 Malcolm 
Jones shows that John Donne’s elegy Xiii, “love’s progress,” envisages “wom
an as the quintessence—etymologically, of course, the ‘fifth essence’—‘a sup
posed substance distinct from the recognized four elements.’”36 as the “quintes
sence,” the “philosopher’s stone” or the “elixir of life” was the central goal of 
alchemy, this perhaps hints at a second level in the interpretation of the Pugillus 
facetiarum motif. the landscape in the background also has alchemical connota
tions, similar to theodor de Bry’s Emblem XXXvi in Michael Maier’s Atlanta 
fugiens (1618): Lapis projectus est in terrras, & in montibus exaltatus, & in aere 
habitat, & in flumine pascitur, id est, Mercurius (the stone is cast upon the Earth, 
exalted on Mountains, resides in the air, and is nourished in the Waters).37

the motif is differently transposed on the socalled Glückslöser or Glückstaler 
issued by Friedrich Ulrich, duke of Brunswicklüneburg, prince of Wolfenbüt
tel (1613–1634), in 1622 and 1624, with the reverse divided into four equal 
compartments showing the men practicing hawking (air), fishing (water), agri
culture (earth), and metallurgy or alchemy (fire).38 the explanatory inscription 
is: der menschen in der weldt/trachtn also nach gelt (Men in the world/ 
strive thus for money). On the opposite side, the woman is substituted by for-
tuna, but with the Pugillus facetiarum text still preserved: o, ihr narren (some
times replaced with leuten) alle vier, wasz ihr sucht das fint ihr hier. 

Fortuna, the roman goddess who influences human destiny according to her 
whim, is personified in renaissance art by an entirely naked woman, wearing 
only jewels around her neck, standing on a globe with a sail in the sea, as in the 
engraving in theodore de Bry’s Emblemata Nobilitati (1592), which was also 
copied and colored into the abovementioned album amicorum of Hanns ludwig 
Pfinzing von Henfenfelden (1580–1605, Bamberg, staatsbibliothek, 7r),39 with 
the verses: Dem einen Licht der Sonnen schein/dem andern schlecht der Hagel drein/
Und einer hatt viel Gutt und Geldt—einer die lehre Tasche beheldt/Das ligt nicht an 
Kunst und Verstandt/Das Glück hatt es in seiner Handt/Vertraust’u ihm so soll man 
auch/dich halten für ein grossen Bauch. “the empty bag”—die lehre Tasche—is 
literally held in her left hand for the unfortunate ones, while the cup of rewards, 
crowns and necklaces is offered to the fortunate, on whom she lavishes “many 
goods and money”—viel Gutt und Geldt—in the allegories painted by Frans 
Francken i (1615–1620) and cornelis de Baellieur (c. 1650).40

the English literature of the period refers to “Dame Fortune” as a “strum
pet,” “harlot” and “whore,” who gives her favors in exchange for money.41 in 
Urs Graf’s drawing now in Frankfurt (städelsches Kunstinstitut), a work that 
strongly reflects the artist’s own fears and obsessions, “the prostitute Fortu
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na”—die dirne fortuna—is paid by a mercenary,42 who is also called a “soldier 
of Fortune”—Glücksritter—in order to secure her favors. the christian prayer, 
“God give us luck”—got geb v(n)s glvk is followed by glvk (a)vf m(e)iner  
s(e)iten, “luck by my side,” a paraphrase of the classical maxim,43 and recalls 
aby Warburg’s definition of the Fortuna personification as “an iconic formula 
between the medieval trust in God and the renaissance trust in self.”44 

The Pugillus facetiarum image of “Woman and the Men of the Four Ele
ments” was also copied into the friendship books of adam schrimpf 
(1615)45 and Georg Geiger, the latter album lost during World War ii.46 

From the second half of the sixteenth century onwards, libri amicorum, alba ami-
corum, Stammbücher or Studentenalben, spread outwards from Germany and the 
netherlands, gradually becoming popular throughout much of Early Modern 
Europe, fostering the building of personal and professional relationships.47

Small and portable, and often oblong in format, friendship albums enabled univer-
sity students, merchants, humanists and others from north of the Alps to collect sig-
natures, mottos, coats-of-arms and visual imagery as they moved between universi-
ties and other centres. Consisting of blank sheets, sometimes formatted with printed 
frames or interleaved with inspirational proverbs, alba amicorum are repositories 
for an extraordinarily wide range of amateur and professional images, from re-
gional costumes and foreign sites, to portraits and allegorical figures.48 

Professors, researchers, philosophers, scientists, artists and fellow students were 
invited to write a brief memento of their meeting with the album owner, which 
frequently took the form of a message of encouragement for the professional 
future of the young man. these friendship books can also be considered miscel-
lanies which include original songs and poems, advice, opinions, and comments 
on the entries contributed by others, and, especially by the late sixteenth century, 
they are enlivened by paintings—deriving mainly from engraved prints—com
missioned by contributors from professional manuscript painters or done by 
themselves. the quality of these paintings and drawings is often high, as skilled 
professional artists adorn the pages with the contributors’ family crests and other 
motifs. the growing popularity of such albums soon led to the publication of 
emblem books with interleaved blank pages, or, as in the case of at least one 
copy of the Pugillus facetiarum, with such pages bound in at the end of the book.

the few alba amicorum known in transylvania are later than the mural paint
ing of sibiu and iconographically distinct. anton and Paulus schirmer’s friend
ship books, known together as the Schirmersche Familienbuch,49 have entries 
dated between 1651 and 1654, and between 1681 and 1685, respectively, from 
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the places where they studied and travelled, e.g. Wittenberg, augsburg, sibiu, 
and cluj (Klausenburg, Kolozsvár).50 

The allegorical motif of “Woman and the Men of the Four Elements” 
painted in sibiu, inside the Kleines ring 22 house (1631), after Jakob 
von der Heyden’s engraving (1608, strasbourg), reveals a previously 

unknown aspect of residential decoration in the early decades of seventeenth
century transylvania, being at the same time the only example of mural deco
ration known to be a literal copy after designs in the Pugillus facetiarum, and 
one of the very few of this kind in nonmanuscript art. Published explicitly for 
the expanding alba amicorum market, the designs are indeed relatively common 
in seventeenthcentury albums, but seem otherwise to have contributed only 
rarely to the applied arts.51 that this anthology exerted a considerable influence 
in transylvania is suggested by the fact that a second motif from the volume 
inspired the murals of a contemporary house in the same city, on the former 
Fleischergasse 17 (1628), in which banquet scenes were painted.52

the identification of these motifs in the sibiu murals and of their graphic 
source is important evidence both for their diffusion, and for its demonstration 
of the familiarity of the Siebenbürgischer Sachsen urban elite with the latest West
ern European art and culture.
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Abstract
A Motif from the Pugillus Facetiarum Painted Inside a House in Sibiu (1631)

the article shows that inside the room on the ground floor of a house in sibiu, Piaþa Micã/small 
square/Kleines ring 22, the allegorical motif of “Woman and the Men of the Four Elements,” 
inspired by Jakob von der Heyden’s engraving from the Pugillus facetiarum anthology (1608, 
strasbourg) was painted in 1631. this discovery reveals a previously unknown aspect of residen
tial decoration in the early decades of seventeenthcentury transylvania, the motif being at the 
same time the only example of mural decoration known to be a literal copy after designs in the Pu-
gillus facetiarum and one of the very few such in the nonmanuscript art of premodern Europe. 
that this anthology exerted a considerable influence in transylvania is suggested by the fact that 
a second motif from the volume inspired the murals of a contemporary house in the same city, on 
the former Fleischergasse 17 (1628). the identification of these motifs in the sibiu murals and 
of their graphic source is important evidence both for their diffusion, and for its demonstration 
of the familiarity of the Siebenbürgischer Sachsen (transylvanian saxon) urban elite with the latest 
Western European art and culture, including the friendship books—Stammbuch or alba amicorum.

Keywords
sibiu, premodern iconography, wall paintings, engravings, “Woman and the Men of the Four 
Elements,” Pugillus facetiarum, alba amicorum


